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Equivariant Cohomology of Pm

Throughout the following notes, we will consider an action of the torus T = (C∗)m+1 on Pm
by

(t0, . . . , tm) · [x0 : · · · : xm] = [t−λ0
0 x0 : · · · : t−λmm xm],

where λ0, . . . , λm are distinct integers. The first fact we need to know in order to begin applying
localization is the equivariant cohomology ring of Pm:

H∗T(Pm; Q) =
Q[H,α0, . . . , αm]∏m

i=0(H − αi)
,

where

αi = π∗i c1(OP∞(−λi)) ∈ H2((P∞)m+1) = H2
T(•),

H = cT
1 (OP∞(1)) ∈ H2

T(CPm).

To prove this, recall first that ET = (C∞ \{0})m+1 and BT = (P∞)m+1, so the T-equivariant
cohomology of a point is

H∗T(•) = H∗(BT) = Q[α0, . . . , αm]

with αi as above. Here, we are using the Künneth Theorem, together with the fact that
H∗(P∞; Q) = Q[α] for any nonzero second cohomology class α.

We have a fiber bundle

Pm // ET×T Pm

��
ET×T {•} = BT,

so the Leray-Hirsch Lemma implies that the classes {1, H,H2, . . . , Hm} (which restrict to a basis
for the cohomology of the fiber since they form a basis for the ordinary cohomology of Pm) form
a basis for H∗(ET ×T Pm) = H∗T(Pm) over H∗(BT) = H∗T(•). Furthermore, this bundle is the
projectivization of the vector bundle V given by

Cm+1 // ET×T Cm+1

��
ET×T {•} = BT.

Thus, by the definition of Chern classes, there is a unique relation

Hm+1 + c1(V )Hm + · · ·+ cm+1(V ) = 0.
1
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So far, then, we have

H∗T(Pm) =
Q[H,α0, . . . , αm]

(Hm+1 + c1(V )Hm + · · ·+ cm+1(V ))
,

and what remains is to compute the classes ci(V ).
The total space of V can be written explicitly as

ET×T Cm+1 =
(C∞ \ {0})m+1 × Cm+1

((x0), . . . , (xm), v0, . . . , vm) ∼ ((t0x0), . . . , (tmxm), tλ0
0 v0, . . . , tλmm xm)

.

(The sign change on the λi’s is due to the definition of the action of T on

ET×T Cm+1 =
ET× Cm+1

T
,

in which (t0, . . . , tm) acts by its usual action on ET and by the inverse action on Cm+1.) Mani-
festly, we have

V =
m⊕
i=0

π∗i (OP∞(λi)),

since by definition,

OP∞(λi) =
(C∞ \ {0})× C

(x, v) ∼ (tx, tλiv)
.

Thus, the total Chern class of V satisfies

c(V ) =
m∏
i=0

c(π∗iOP∞(λi)) =
m∏
i=0

(1 + c1(π∗iOP∞(λi))) =
m∏
i=0

(1− αi).

It follows that

Hm+1 + c1(V )Hm + · · ·+ cm+1(V ) =
m∏
i=0

(H − αi),

completing the proof.
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Weights of Some Actions

By “weights” of a torus action on a vector space, we mean the following: Suppose that T
acts on a vector space V , and suppose we have a decomposition

V = V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vn
into 1-dimensional subspaces such that T maps each Vi onto itself. Then we can think of each
Vi as an equivariant line bundle over a point. The weight of T in the ith factor is, by definition,
the first equivariant Chern class of this line bundle.

In this section, we will compute the weights of the torus action on various vector spaces
induced from the above action on Pm, as we will need these in what follows.

The weights of the T-action on the tangent space TpiPm over pi =
[0 : · · · : 1 : · · · : 0] are

αi − αj
for each j 6= i.

To prove this, restrict to an affine chart Ui ∼= Cm around pi. In order to compute the torus
action in this chart, we must go back up to Pm:

(t0, . . . , tm) · (x0, . . . , x̂i, . . . , xm) ∼= (t0, . . . , tm) · [x0 : · · · : 1 : · · · : xm]

= [t−λ0
0 x0 : · · · t−λii : · · · : t−λmm xm]

= [tλii t
−λ0
0 x0 : · · · : 1 : · · · : tλii t−λmm xm]

∼= (tλii t
−λ0
0 x0, . . . , x̂i, . . . , t

λi
i t
−λm
m xm).

Since Tpi(Pm) = Tpi(Cm) is canonically isomorphic to Cm, we can also view this as the action on
Tpi(Pm). Thus, Tpi(Pm) splits as a direct sum of m copies of C, in which the jth has action by

tλii t
−λj
j . Thinking of this as a vector bundle over a point, the associated non-equivariant bundle

is

ET×T C =
(C∞ \ {0})m+1 × C

(x0, . . . ,xm, v) ∼ (t0x0, . . . , tmxm, t
λj
j t
−λi
i v)

↓
BT,

where we have switched the signs for the same reason as before. This is precisely the bundle
π∗jOP∞(λj)⊗ π∗iOP∞(−λi), which has first Chern class αi − αj.

In order to describe the next action whose weight we will compute, we must introduce the
torus action on Mg,n(Pm, d). The action of t ∈ T on [f : Σ → Pm] post-composes f with the
action of t on Pm. We will show in the next section that the fixed points of this new action
consist of maps taking each contracted component to one of the fixed points pi of the T-action on
Pm and taking each noncontracted component (which must have genus zero) to the line joining
two such fixed points, via a map fully ramified over each of the fixed points.

Thus, there is an induced T-action on Σ for any [f : Σ→ Pm] in this fixed locus. The action
is trivial on contracted components, and if C is a noncontracted component that is mapped to
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the line joining pi to pj via a degree dC map, then (t0, . . . , tm) ∈ T acts on C by

(t0, . . . , tm)[x : y] = [t
−λi/dC
i x : t

−λj/dC
j y].

(To understand the fractional weights, it is easiest to imagine that the weights are chosen so
that dC |λi for each i and each noncontracted component C. This assumption is not strictly
speaking necessary, but if it is not the case, then we must pass to an action not of the original
torus on Σ but of a torus multiply-covering the original one.)

The weights we are interested in are the following:

The weights of the T-action on the tangent space TpC to a noncon-
tracted component C mapping to the line from pi to pj, where p is
the preimage of pi, are

αi − αj
dC

for each j 6= i.

The proof of this assertion is identical to the previous one, so we omit it. The above quantity
will be denoted ωF in what follows, where F is the “flag” defined by C and p, as we will define
shortly.

The T-action on Pm induces an action on the total space of the bundle OPm(1). Writing

OPm(1) =
(Cm \ {0})× C

(x0, . . . , xm, v) ∼ (λx0, . . . , λxm, tv)
,

the action is given by

(t0, . . . , tm)[x0, . . . , xm, v] = [t−λ0
0 x0, . . . , t

−λm
m xm, v].

In particular, T acts on the fiber over pi by

(t0, . . . , tm)[0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0, v] = [0, . . . , t−λii , . . . , 0, v] = [0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0, tλii v].

We have the following:

The weight of the T-action on OPm(1)|pi is αi.

Indeed, we have just seen that T acts on the fiber over pi by tλii , so the associated non-equivariant
bundle to this bundle over the point pi is

ET×T C =
(C∞ \ {0})m+1 × C

(x0, . . . ,xm, v) ∼ (t0x0, . . . , tmxm, t
−λiv
i )

,

which is OP∞(−λi). Thus, its first Chern class is αi, as required.

The last set of weights we will need is the following, whose proof we omit since it is essentially
identical to the previous computations:

The weights of the T-action on Cm+1 given by

(t0, . . . , tm)(x0, . . . , xm) = (t−λ0
0 , . . . , t−λmm )

are −α0, . . . ,−αm.
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Before we move on to the main content of the notes, we state a lemma that will be helpful
later:

Lemma. Let T act on P1 with fixed points 0 and ∞, and let ` ≥ 0. Denote the weight of the
induced T-action on OP1(`)|0 by W0 and on OP1(`)|∞ by W1. Then the weights of the T-action
on H0(P1,OP1(`)) are

aW0 + bW1

`
for all pairs (a, b) of nonnegative integers such that a+ b = `.

Here, the induced action on H0(P1,OP1(`)) sends a section ϕ to the section tϕ given by

(tϕ)([x : y]) = t · ϕ(t−1[x : y]),

where the action of t on the total space of OP1 is as considered above.
We will not prove this lemma, but simply observe that H0(P1,OP1(`)) has a basis consisting

of the `+ 1 sections
[x : y] 7→ [x, y, xayb]

for a+ b = `. From here, the proof is a straightforward computation.
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The Fixed Points in Mg,n(Pm, d)

Suppose that [f : Σ → Pm] ∈ Mg,n(Pm) is fixed by the T-action. This means that for every
t ∈ T,

t · [f ] = [t ◦ f ] = [f ].

To say that [t ◦ f ] = [f ], however, is to say that there exists an automorphism τt of Σ such that
t ◦ f = f ◦ τt. Now, if q is any special point on Σ, it must be fixed by any automorphism, so we
have

t · f(q) = f(τt(q)) = f(q).

That is, f(q) is a T-fixed point of Pm. It is easy to check that the only T-fixed points of Pm
are the coordinate points pi, so we conclude that all nodes, marked points, and contracted
components map to the coordinate points.

By the same token, any noncontracted component must map to a T-invariant curve, since an
automorphism τt will necessarily preserve each noncontracted component. The only T-invariant
curves in Pm are the lines joining the coordinate points, so each noncontracted component must
map to one of these.

It follows that the genus of each noncontracted component is zero. Indeed, by the Riemann
Hurwitz formula, if C is a noncontracted component of genus gC mapping to a line L and f |C
has degree dC , then we have

χ(L) = dCχ(C)−
∑
P∈C

(rP − 1),

where rP denotes the ramification index at P . By the same reasoning as above, each ramification
point must map to a T-fixed point in Pm. There are only two such on the line L, which we label
0 and ∞. The above equation becomes

2 = dC(2− 2gC)−
∑
P 7→0

(rP − 1)−
∑
P 7→∞

(rP − 1)

⇒2 = dC(2− 2gC)− 2dC + #f−1(0) + #f−1(∞)

⇒2 = −2gdC + #f−1(0) + #f−1(∞)

Now, the number of preimages of 0 is at most dC , and the same goes for ∞. Thus, if g ≥ 1, we
have

−2gDC + #f−1(0) + #f−1(∞) ≤ −2gdC + 2dC ≤ 0,

contradicting the above equality. It follows that g = 0. Note that our argument has also shown
that

2 = #f−1(0) + #f−1(∞),

so f is fully ramified over both 0 and ∞.
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Graph Indexing and the Fixed Substack

To each T-fixed point [f : Σ→ Pm] ∈Mg,n(Pm, d), we can associate a graph Γ. The vertices
of Γ correspond to connected components of f−1({p0, . . . , pm}), and the edges of Γ correspond
to noncontracted components of Σ. An edge is connected to a vertex whenever the associated
subschemes of Σ are incident. Some of the vertices may also have “legs” (half-edges); this occurs
when the vertex corresponds to one or more contracted components, and it is given one leg for
each marked point on those components.

Each graph is labeled in the following way:

• An edge e is labeled with the degree d(e) of the restriction of f to the corresponding
noncontracted component.
• A vertex v is labeled with the arithmetic genus g(v) of the corresponding subscheme of

Γ (or 0 if the subscheme is a point), together with a number µ(v) ∈ {0, . . . ,m} indicated
which coordinate point the subscheme maps to.
• A leg is labeled with a number i ∈ {1, . . . , n} indicating which marked point it corre-

sponds to.

The connected components of the fixed substack ofMg,n(Pm, d) consist of all stable maps with
a particular associated graph Γ. Since the restriction of a map to a noncontracted component
is forced by the graph, we might be led to believe that the connected component of the fixed
substack corresponding to a graph Γ is

MΓ =
∏

vertices v

Mg(v),val(v),

where “valence” refers to the total number of edges and legs incident to v. However, some of
the elements of the above product will correspond to isomorphic maps f : Σ→ Pm, and some of
the maps to Pm picked out by this product will have automorphisms not accounted for by the
moduli spaces Mg(v),val(v).

To adjust for this, let AΓ be the automorphism group of MΓ as a substack of Mg,n(Pm, d).
The real fixed substack is notMΓ butMΓ/AΓ. We can do a bit better, though; we can identify
AΓ as a particular semi-direct product.

There is an exact sequence

0→
∏

edges e

Z/d(e)→ AΓ → Aut(Γ)→ 0,

where Aut(Γ) denotes the automorphism group as a marked graph. Why is this sequence exact?
Each element of

∏
Z/d(e) gives a distinct automorphism of MΓ corresponding to rotating the

noncontracted components of each [f : Σ → Pm], giving the (injective) left-hand map. On the
other hand, each automorphism ofMΓ gives an automorphism of the graph, since it can permute
components but must preserve the genera, degrees, marked points, and images of contracted
components; surjectivity of this association is clear, giving the right-hand map. And to say that
an automorphism ofMΓ yields the trivial automorphism of the graph is to say that it fixes each
component. Since contracted components are stable and thus have no nontrivial automorphisms,
such an automorphism must come from rotation of the noncontracted components.
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What is the Virtual Normal Bundle?

In order to apply localization, we must compute the Euler class of the virtual normal bundle to
a componentMΓ/AΓ of the fixed locus. By the definition given in Section 1, the virtual normal
bundle to MΓ/AΓ is the two-term complex obtained as the moving part of the restriction E•,Γ
of E• to MΓ/AΓ, where E• is the dual of the perfect obstruction theory on Mg,n(Pm, d). The
Euler class of a two-term complex refers to the quotient of the Euler classes of the two bundles
involved.

It is a fact that
H0(E•,Γ) = Def(Σ, f),

H1(E•,Γ) = Ob(Σ, f).

These are the bundles that Graber and Pandharipande denote by T 1 and T 2, respectively.
Granting this, we have an exact sequence

0→ Def(Σ, f)→ E0,Γ → E1,Γ → Ob(Σ, f)→ 0,

so that

e(N vir
Γ ) =

e(Emov
0,Γ )

e(Emov
1,Γ )

=
e(Def(Σ, f)mov)

e(Ob(Σ, f)mov)
.

It is enlightening to consider what occurs in the genus zero case, when the moduli space is
a nonsingular stack and the virtual normal bundle is the ordinary normal bundle. In this case,
Ob(Σ, f) = 0, so the claim is simply that

NΓ = Def(Σ, f)mov.

Heuristically, the point is that the tangent space to M0,n(Pm, d) is the space Def(Σ, f) of in-
finitesimal deformations, and a deformation of an element [f : Σ → Pm] of the fixed locus is
fixed by the T action if it deforms f in a direction that stays within the fixed locus. Thus,
Def(Σ, f)fix = TMΓ, so

NΓ =
i∗TM0,n(Pm, d)

TMΓ

∼=
i∗Def(Σ, f)

Def(Σ, f)fix
= Def(Σ, f)mov.

Returning to the case of general genus, the tangent-obstruction sequence is

0→ Aut(Σ)→ Def(f)→ Def(Σ, f)→ Def(Σ)→ Ob(f)→ Ob(Σ, f)→ 0,

where we have suppressed mention of the marked points but intend them to be understood. It
follows that

e(N vir
Γ ) =

e(Def(f)mov)e(Def(Σ)mov)

e(Ob(f)mov)e(Aut(Σ)mov)
.

We will compute each of these classes in turn.
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Automorphisms of Σ

All infinitesimal automorphisms come from noncontracted components, since contracted com-
ponents are stable. Consider a particular noncontracted component C, mapped by f to the line
from pi to pj. Since C is rational and f maps C to a line via a map fully ramified over two
points, we can write f |C up to a change of coordinates as [x : y] 7→ [xe : ye], where e is the
degree of f |C . Note, also, how T acts on the automorphisms of C. Given t ∈ T, the action of t
on an automorphism ϕ satisfies:

(tϕ)([x : y]) = t · ϕ(t−1[x : y]).

There must be at least one special point on C, and in the above coordinates, this can occur
only at 0 or ∞. Suppose that it occurs at 0. Then any automorphism of C must fix 0. If an
automorphism also fixes ∞, then it must be of the form ϕ([x : y]) = [ax : y] for some a 6= 0, in
which case t ∈ T acts by

(tϕ)([x : y]) = t · ϕ(t−1[x : y]) = t · ϕ([t
λi/e
i x : t

λj/e
j y]) = t · [atλi/ei x : t

λj/e
j y] = [ax : y].

That is, ϕ is fixed by the action. The moving part of Aut(C), then, is a vector space complement
of the subspace of such automorphisms. Now, the space of all automorphisms fixing 0 has
dimension 2 (since we have put one constraint on the 3-dimensional space of automorphisms of
the rational curve C) and the subspace of those also fixing ∞ has dimension 1, so one expects
Aut(C)mov to be 1-dimensional. Specifically, an element of Aut(C)mov is determined by where
it sends ∞, so

Aut(C)mov ∼= T∞C.

Repeating this reasoning for each noncontracted component, one obtains

Aut(Σ)mov ∼=
⊕

edges e

TqCe,

where Ce is the noncontracted component corresponding to e and q ∈ Ce is the unique (if
existent) ramification point of f |Ce that is not a special point; if no such point exists, Ce does
not contribute to the sum. One can pick out such a situation from the graph Γ: it occurs when
there is a vertex of genus 0 and valence 1. For such a vertex cannot correspond to a contracted
component, as it can have no legs and hence no marked points, so it must correspond to a single
special point on the adjoining edge. If it corresponded to a node on that edge, it would have
another edge coming off from it, and if it corresponded to a marked point, it would have a leg;
thus, it must correspond to a nonspecial point.

Using the weight computation from an earlier section, we find

e(Aut(Σ)mov) =
∏

g(v)=0 and val(v)=1

ωF (v),

where F denotes the unique flag with vertex v.
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Deformations of Σ

In general, there are three types of deformations: one can deform contracted components,
deform noncontracted components, or smooth nodes. The first type does not contribute to the
moving part of Def(Σ), since the T-action on contracted components (and hence on deforma-
tions thereof) is trivial. The second type does not contribute, either, because noncontracted
components are rational and therefore have no nontrivial infinitesimal deformations.

All that remains to consider, then, are deformations smoothing a node where two components
meet. The bundle of such deformations splits into a direct sum of bundles smoothing each node
individually, and for each node n,

{deformations smoothing n} ∼= Tp1C1 ⊗ Tp2C2,

where C1 and C2 are the two components meeting at n and p1 and p2 are the shadows of the
node in these components. Intuitively, the reason for the above is that the space of deformations
smoothing n is isomorphic to the space of all deformations of f (which is TMg,n(Pm, d)) modulo
the subspace of deformations that preserve the node. The latter consists of deformations that
stay within the boundary of the moduli space rather than pointing toward the interior, so it is
isomorphic to the tangent space to the boundary. The quotient, then, is the normal space to
the boundary, which we have seen previously is precisely the above tensor product.

There are two possible situations for each node. First, it may join two noncontracted compo-
nents. In this case, both Tp1C1 and Tp2C2 are trivial bundles, and they have nontrivial actions
of weight ωF1 and ωF2 , where Fi is the flag consisting of the edge corresponding to Ci and the
vertex corresponding to pi. This is possible only when there is a vertex with genus 0 and valence
2.

The other possibility is that the node joins a contracted with a noncontracted component
(smoothing a node joining two contracted components does not contribute to the moving part
of Def(Σ)). Let C1 be the noncontracted component and C2 the contracted component. By
the above, Tp1C1 is a trivial bundle with action of weight ωF , where again F denotes the flag
with edge corresponding to C1 and vertex corresponding to p1. On the other hand, Tp2C2 is a
nontrivial bundle with trivial action. In fact, it is the dual of the cotangent line bundle to C2

at p2, so e(Tp2C2) = −ψF .
In total, we have:

e(Def(Σ)mov) =
∏

g(v(F ))>0 or val(v(F ))≥3

(ωF − ψF )
∏

g(v(F ))=0 and val(v(F ))=2

(ωF1 + ωF2).

Note that this leaves off the vertices of genus 0 and valence 1, but these were accounted for in
the previous section.
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Deformations and Obstructions of f

Consider the normalization exact sequence

0→ OΣ →
⊕

vertices v

OΣv ⊕
⊕

edges e

OΣe →
⊕

flags F

OxF → 0.

Tensor this sequence with f ∗TPm and take cohomology to get

0→ H0(Σ, f ∗TPm)→
⊕
v

H0(Σv, f
∗TPm)⊕

⊕
e

H0(Σe, f
∗TPm)→

⊕
F

H0(xF , f
∗TPm)

→ H1(Σ, f ∗TPm)→
⊕
v

H1(Σv, f
∗TPm)⊕

⊕
e

H1(Σe, f
∗TPm)→ 0,

where the termination of the sequence is due to the fact that xF has dimension 0 and hence
has trivial first cohomology. Now, H1(Σe, f

∗TPm) = 0 for every edge e by the convexity of Pm.
Also, H0(Σv, f

∗TPm) = Tpµ(v)
Pm for each vertex v since f maps Cv by a constant function to

pµ(v), and similarly, H0(xF , f
∗TPm) = Tpµ(F )

Pm.

Putting all this into the above sequence and using the cohomological expressions for Def(f)
and Ob(f), one finds

e(Def(f)mov)

e(Ob(f)mov)
=

∏
v e(Tpµ(v)

Pm)
∏

e e(H
0(Σe, f

∗TPm)mov)∏
F e(Tpµ(F )

Pm)
∏

v e(H
1(Σv, f ∗TPm)mov)

.

We have suppressed the superscripts “mov” from the two trivial bundles, since our computations
of the weights of these bundles previously shows that these bundles have no nontrivial fixed part.

By our weight computations,

e(Tpµ(v)
Pm) =

∏
j 6=µ(v)

(αµ(v) − αj),

e(Tpµ(F )
Pm) =

∏
j 6=µ(F )

(αµ(F ) − αj).

For H0(Σe, f
∗TPm), note that this forms a trivial bundle (because noncontracted components

are determined explicitly from the graph), whose weight we can determine using the Euler
sequence:

0→ OPm → OPm(1)⊗ Cm+1 → TPm → 0.

Pulling back to Σe and taking cohomology gives

0→ H0(Σe,OΣe)→ H0(Σe,OΣe(d(e)))⊗ Cm+1 → H0(Σe, f
∗TPm)→ 0.

The leftmost term H0(Σe,OΣe) consists only of constant functions, so the action on this space
is trivial. The weights on H0(Σe,OΣe(d(e))) are

a
αi
d(e)

+ b
αj
d(e)

for all pairs (a, b) with a + b = d(e), where Σe maps to the line from pi to pj. To prove
this, apply the lemma from the previous section and observe that the weight of the action on
OΣe(d(e))|0 = f ∗OPm(1)|0 is the same as the weight on OPm(1)|pi , which is αi, while for the same
reason, the weight on OΣe(d(e))|∞ is αj. Finally, the weights on Cm+1 are −α0, . . . ,−αm, as we
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computed above. Thus, the weights on H0(Σe, f
∗TPm) are a αi

d(e)
+ b

αj
d(e)
− αk. Multiplying all of

the nonzero weights gives e(H0(Σe, f
∗TPm)mov), which rearranges by simple algebra to

e(H0(Σe, f
∗TPm)mov) = (−1)d(e) d(e)!2

d(e)2d(e)
(αi − αj)2d(e)

∏
a+b=d(e),k 6=i,j

(
a

d(e)
αi +

b

d(e)
αj − αk

)
.

Finally, for H1(Σv, f
∗TPm), use Serre Duality to obtain

H1(Σv, f
∗TPm) = H1(Σv,OΣv)⊗ Tpµ(v)

Pm ∼= H0(Σv, ωΣv)
∨ ⊗ Tpµ(v)

Pm.

The bundle H0(Σv, ωΣv) is the Hodge bundle Ev onMg(v),val(v), a nontrivial bundle with trivial
action. The weights on the (trivial) bundle Tpµ(v)

Pm are, as we have seen many times before,

αµ(v)−αj for j 6= µ(v). Thus, if Lj denotes a trivial line bundle with weight αµ(v)−αj, we have

e(H1(Σv, f
∗TPm)) = e

⊕
j 6=µ(v)

E∨v ⊗ Lj


=
∏

j 6=µ(v)

e(E∨v ⊗ Lj)

=
∏

j 6=µ(v)

g(v)∑
i=0

ci(E∨v ) · c1(Lj)
g(v)−i

=
∏

j 6=µ(v)

g(v)∑
i=0

ci(E∨v )

(
1

αµ(v) − αj

)i (αµ(v) − αj)g(v)

=
∏

j 6=µ(v)

c(αµ(v)−αj)−1(E∨v )(αµ(v) − αj)g(v),

where for a vector bundle Q of rank r and a cohomology class t, we define

ct(Q) =
r∑
i=0

ci(Q)ti.

Note that this is also the Euler class of the moving part, since all of the weights are nontrivial.
Combining all of the parts of this sections, we have

e(Def(f)mov)

e(Ob(f)mov)
=
∏
F

∏
j 6=µ(F )

(αµ(F ) − αj)−1·

∏
e

(−1)d(e) d(e)!2

d(e)2d(e)
(αi − αj)2d(e) ·

∏
a+b=d(e),k 6=i,j

(
a

d(e)
αi +

b

d(e)
αj − αk

)
∏
v

∏
j 6=µ(v)

1

c(αµ(v)−αj)−1(E∨v )
(αµ(v) − αj)−g(v)+1.
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Final Answer for e(N vir
Γ )

Combining everything we have computed in the past several sections, we conclude:

The (inverted) Euler class of the virtual normal bundle to MΓ/AΓ is
1

e(N vir
Γ )

= eF · eV · eE,

where

eF =
∏

flags F

∏
j 6=µ(F )

(αµ(F ) − αj)
∏

g(v(F ))>0 or val(v(F ))≥3

1

ωF − ψF∏
g(v(F ))=0 and val(v(F ))=2

1

ωF1 + ωF2

eV =
∏

vertices v

∏
j 6=µ(v)

c(αµ(v)−αj)−1(E∨v )(αµ(v) − αj)g(v)−1
∏

g(v)=0,val(v)=1

ωF (v)

eE =
∏

edges e

(−1)d(e)d(e)2d(e)

d(e)!2(αi − αj)2d(e)

∏
a+b=d(e),k 6=i,j

1
a
d(e)

αi + b
d(e)

αj − αk
.
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Nonsingularity of MΓ/AΓ

One of the reasons why the localization formula is so helpful for computing Gromov-Witten
invariants is that the fixed substacks are nonsingular, and [MΓ]vir = [MΓ].

To see why this is this the case, recall that in order for one to have [X]vir = [X] on a stack
with perfect obstruction theory F •, two conditions must hold:

(1) H0(F•) is locally free,
(2) H1(F•) = 0.

In our case, the perfect obstruction theory onMΓ is obtained by restricting the perfect obstruc-
tion theory E• on Mg,n(Pm, d) to MΓ and then taking the fixed part. Using the identification
of the cohomology of E• from above, it follows that what we need to show is:

(1) Def(Σ, f)fix is locally free,
(2) Ob(Σ, f)fix = 0,

where in each case we are tacitly restricting to MΓ.
From the perspective we are taking in these notes, it is clear that Def(Σ, f)fix is locally free,

since it is the fixed part of a vector bundle. Graber and Pandharipande, however, prove this by
taking fixed parts in the tangent-obstruction sequence:

0→ Aut(Σ)fix → Def(f)fix → Def(Σ, f)fix → Def(Σ)fix → Ob(f)fix → Ob(Σ, f)fix → 0.

Now,
Ob(f) = H1(Σ, f ∗TPm).

Taking fixed parts in the exact sequence

0→ H0(Σ, f ∗TPm)→
⊕
v

H0(Σv, f
∗TPm)⊕

⊕
e

H0(Σe, f
∗TPm)→

⊕
F

Tpµ(F )
Pm

→ H1(Σ, f ∗TPm)→
⊕
v

H1(Σv, f
∗TPm)→ 0,

considered previously, one finds that

(Tpµ(F )
Pm)fix = 0

and
H1(Σv, f

∗TPm)fix = 0,

so Ob(f)fix = 0. It follows, then, from the tangent-obstruction sequence that Ob(Σ, f)fix = 0,
which was the second of our two conditions.

It also follows that Def(Σ, f)fix � Def(Σ)fix. On the other hand, though, the map Aut(Σ)fix →
Def(f)fix is an isomorphism, for in order for a deformation of f to be fixed by the T-action, it
must not move the image of Σ, and hence must be an automorphism of Σ. Exactness of the
tangent-obstruction sequence therefore implies that Def(Σ, f)fix ∼= Def(Σ)fix. This is Graber
and Pandharipande’s proof, not using the expression for the cohomology of E• we are using,
that Def(Σ, f)fix is locally free.
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Application to Gromov-Witten Invariants

We are finally ready to use localization to give an expression for the Gromov-Witten invariants
of Pm. If H denotes the (equivariant) hyperplane class and γ : MΓ → Mg,n(Pm, d) is the
inclusion of a component of the fixed locus, then the localization formula gives

〈H`1 · · ·H`n〉Pmg,d =

∫
[Mg,n(Pm,d)]vir]

ev∗1(H`1) ∪ · · · ∪ ev∗n(H`n)

=
∑

Γ

∫
[MΓ/AΓ]vir

(γ/A)∗(ev∗1(H`1) ∪ · · · ∪ ev∗n(H`n))

e(N vir
Γ )

=
∑

Γ

1

|AΓ|

∫
[MΓ]

γ∗(ev∗1(H`1) ∪ · · · ∪ ev∗n(H`n))

e(N vir
Γ )

=
∑

Γ

1

|AΓ|

∫
[MΓ]

(ev1 ◦ γ)∗(H)`1 ∪ · · · ∪ (evn ◦ γ)∗(H)`n

e(N vir
Γ )

.

However, we have

(evj ◦ γ)∗(H) = ev∗j(c
T
1OPm(1)) = cT

1 (ev∗jOPm(1)) = cT
1 (Lαµ(j)

) = αµ(j),

where Lαµ(j)
denotes a trivial line bundle with weight αµ(j). Thus, we arrive at the following:

〈H`1 · · ·H`n〉Pmg,d =
∑

Γ

1

|AΓ|

∫
[MΓ]

∏n
j=1 α

`j
µ(j)

e(N vir
Γ )

.
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Application to the Aspinwall-Morrison Formula

Let X be a quintic threefold in P4. Then X is Calabi-Yau; indeed, the adjunction formula
says that

KX = (KP4 ⊗O(D))|X ,
where D is the divisor in P4 defined by X. In particular, since X is a quintic, we have O(D) =
OP4(5). On the other hand, KP4 = OP4(−5), as one can see easily by taking top wedge powers
in the Euler sequence

0→ ωP4 → O(−1)⊕5 → OP4 → 0.

(In fact, one can also easily use localization to prove this!) Thus, we have

KX = (OP4(−5)⊗OP4(5))|X = OX ,

which means that X is Calabi-Yau.
Consider an embedded P1 in X. Then the normal bundle NP1/X has rank 2. Furthermore, it

has degree −2, since taking first Chern classes in the sequence

0→ TP1 → TX|P1 → NP1/X → 0

and integrating gives ∫
c1(TX|P1)→

∫
c1(TP1) +

∫
c1(NP1/X),

or in other words,

0 = 2 +

∫
c1(NP1/X).

Since vector bundles on P1 split as direct sums of line bundles, one may hope that

NP1/X = O(−1)⊕O(−1).

Indeed, this is apparently the “general” situation. When this occurs, we say that the embedded
P1 is rigid. The meaning of this term lies in deformation theory; for if f : P1 → X is the
embedding of this curve, then rigidity implies that

Def(P1, f) = H0(P1, NP1/X) = H0(P1,OP1(−1))⊕H0(P1,OP1(−1)) = 0.

That is, there are no infinitesimal deformations of the embedded curve.
Suppose that β ∈ H2(X) is a class for which there exist rigid curves of class β; for example,

this occurs when i∗β = [line], where i : X ↪→ P4 is the embedding. For each d > 0, there is only
one nonzero Gromov-Witten invariant with genus 0 and class dβ, namely

〈 〉X0,dβ =

∫
[M0,0(X,dβ)]vir

1.

Indeed, the virtual dimension of the moduli space in question is easily computed to be zero.
Now, for any rigid curve C of class β, there is a connected component ofM0,0(X, dβ) consisting
of d-fold covers of C, and the integral over this component yields some contribution to the
above Gromov-Witten invariant. What is that contribution? The answer is provided by the
Aspinwall-Morrison Theorem:
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Aspinwall-Morrison Theorem: Let P1 ⊂ X be a rigid curve of class β ∈ H2(X).
Then the connected component ofM0,0(X, dβ) consisting of d-fold covers of this curve
contributes 1/d3 to the Gromov-Witten invariant 〈 〉X0,dβ =

∫
[M0,0(X,dβ)]vir

1.

To prove this theorem, note first that the connected component onM0,0(X, dβ) in question is
isomorphic toM0,0(P1, d). In particular, it is smooth but of the wrong dimension (its dimension
is 2d− 2 rather than 0). This implies that the restriction of [M0,0(X, dβ)]vir to this component
is the ordinary fundamental class of M0,0(P1, d) capped with the Euler class of the restriction
of the obstruction bundle. The obstruction bundle, recall, is the bundle on M0,0(X, dβ) whose
fiber over [f : Σ→ X] is

Ob(Σ, f) = H1(Σ, f ∗NP1/X) ∼= H1(Σ, f ∗OP1(−1))⊕H1(Σ, f ∗OP1(−1)).

Thus, if j : M ↪→ M0,0(X, dβ) denotes the inclusion of our connected component, then the
contribution we wish to compute is∫

j∗[M0,0(X,dβ)]vir
1 =

∫
[M0,0(P1,d)]

e(Ob) =

∫
[M0,0(P1,d)]

e(H1(Σ, f ∗O(−1)))e(H1(Σ, f ∗O(−1))).

Denote this quantity by C(0, d).
Impose the action of T = (C∗)2 on P1 considered previously. Let E0 denote the equivariant

bundle H1(Σ, f ∗O(−1)), with T-action induced by the action of T on O(−1) by

(t0, t1)[x0, x1, v] = [t0x0, t1x1, t
−1
0 v].

Similarly, let E1 denote the equivariant bundle H1(Σ, f ∗O(−1)) with T-action induced by

(t0, t1)[x0, x1, v] = [t0x0, t1x1, t
−1
1 v].

Lifting the non-equivariant classes appearing in the above integral to the equivariant Euler
classes of these two bundles, the localization theorem gives

C(0, d) =
∑

Γ

1

|AΓ|

∫
[MΓ]

e(E0)e(E1)

e(N vir
Γ )

,

where the sum is over graphs Γ as above.
We claim that the only graph for which the integral is nonzero is the graph with one edge

of degree d. Indeed, if Γ has more than one edge, then the domain curve Σ is forced to have
a node n. Assume momentarily that n maps to [1 : 0] ∈ P1. Consider the normalization exact
sequence

0→ OΣ →
⊕
i

OΣi →
⊕
i,j

Onij → 0,

where Σi denote the irreducible components of Σ and nij denote the nodes joining them. Tensor
this sequence with f ∗O(−1), considered as an equivariant bundle with action as in E0, and take
cohomology to obtain

· · · →
⊕
i

H0((f |Σi)∗O(−1))→
⊕
i,j

H0((f |nij)∗O(−1))→ H1(Σ, f ∗O(−1))→ · · · .
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The leftmost term here is zero, since O(−1) has no global sections. Thus, we get an injection⊕
i,j

H0((f |nij)∗O(−1)) ↪→ E0,

and in particular from H0((f |n)∗O(−1)) = O(−1)|[1:0] into E0. However, O(−1)|[1:0] is clearly a
trivial bundle, and the action is trivial since

(t0, t1)[1, 0, v] = [t0, 0, t
−1
1 v] = [1, 0, v].

If a bundle has a summand that is trivial with trivial action, its equivariant Euler class vanishes.
Thus, we have e(E0) = 0, making the entire integral zero in this case.

If Γ has more than one edge but the node n maps to [0 : 1] ∈ P1, then we can repeat the same
argument as above with E0 replaced by E1 to again conclude that the integral is zero. Thus,
whenever a graph has more than one edge, the resulting integral vanishes.

For the single graph with one edge, we have

eF = (α0 − α1)(α1 − α0)

eV =
1

α0 − α1

1

α1 − α0

· α0 − α1

d

α1 − α0

d

eE =
(−1)dd2d

d!2(α0 − α1)2d
,

so
1

e(N vir
Γ )

=
(−1)d−1d2d−2

d!2(α0 − α1)2d−2
.

To compute e(E0) for this graph, first use Serre duality to observe that

e(E0) = e(H1(Σ, f ∗O(−1))) = (−1)d−1e(H0(Σ, ωΣ ⊗ f ∗O(1))).

The bundle H0(P1, ωΣ ⊗ f ∗O(1)) is topologically trivial, so we need only compute the product
of the weights. Since ωΣ is the dual of TΣ, the weights on ωΣ|[1:0] and ωΣ|[0:1] are (α1 − α0)/d
and (α0 − α1)/d, respectively. And the actions on O(1)|[1:0] and O(1)|[0:1] are

(t0, t1)[1, 0, v] = [t0, 0, t0v] = [1, 0, v]

and

(t0, t1)][1, 0, v] = [0, t1, t0v] = [1, 0,
t0
t1
v],

so the weights on these two vector spaces are 0 and α1 − α0. Thus, the weights on (ωΣ ⊗
f ∗O(1))|[1:0] and (ωΣ ⊗ f ∗O(1))|[0:1] are

α1 − α0

d
and

α0 − α1

d
+ α1 − α0.

Using the lemma from earlier in the notes, together with a bit of algebra, one finds that the
weights on H0(Σ, ωΣ ⊗ f ∗O(1)) are

j + 1

d
(α0 − α1),
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for 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 2. It follows that

e(E0) = (−1)d−1

d−1∏
j=0

(
j + 1

d
(α0 − α1)

)
=

(−1)d−1(d− 1)!(α0 − α1)d−1

dd−1
.

Exchanging the roles of α0 and α1 gives the analogous computation for E1:

e(E1) =
d−1∏
j=0

(
j + 1

d
(α0 − α1)

)
=

(−1)d−1(d− 1)!(α0 − α1)d−1

dd−1
.

With the final observation that AΓ = Z/d since Γ has no automorphisms as a marked graph,
we are ready to combine everything together to obtain:

C(0, d) =
1

d

∫
MΓ

(−1)d−1d2d−2

d!2(α0 − α1)2d−2
· (−1)d−1(d− 1)!(α0 − α1)d−1

dd−1
· (−1)d−1(d− 1)!(α0 − α1)d−1

dd−1
,

and dramatic cancellation reveals this to be simply 1/d3, as required.
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Multiple Covers in Higher Genus

Let X again be a quintic (Calabi-Yau) threefold in P4, and let P1 ⊂ X be a rigid embedding
whose image has class β ∈ H2(X). Then, just as the genus-zero invariant 〈 〉X0,dβ has a contribu-

tion from d-fold covers as computed above, there is a contribution to the genus-g invariant 〈 〉Xg,dβ
coming from d-fold covers of our embedded rational curve. Let C(g, d) denote this contribution;
in other words, if i : P ↪→Mg,0(X, dβ) denotes the inclusion of the substack consisting of d-fold
covers of the given embedded curve, then we are interested in∫

i∗[Mg,0(X,dβ)]vir
1.

It is a fact that

i∗[Mg,0(X, dβ)]vir = e(R1π∗µ
∗N) ∩ [P ]vir,

where we are using the universal map

C
µ //

π
��

P1

Mg,0(P1, d)

and where N denotes the normal bundle of the embedded P1 in X. That is, R1π∗µ
∗N is a sheaf

on Mg,0(P1, d) whose stalk over a stable map [f : Σ → P1] is H1(Σ, f ∗N). While we will not
prove the above fact, we observe that it generalizes the genus-zero situation, since in that case
we had

i∗[M0,0(X, dβ)] = e(Ob) ∩ [P ],

but as we observed earlier, [P ]vir = [P ] in the genus-zero case and Ob has fibers H1(Σ, f ∗N).
Since an element of P is specified by a degree-d map Σ→ P1, we have [P ]vir = [Mg,0(P1, d)]vir.

Thus, the multiple-cover contribution is given by

C(g, d) =

∫
[Mg,0(P1,d)]vir

e(R1π∗µ ∗N).

We will generalize the techniques from the last section to prove the following:

Theorem. Let P1 ⊂ X be a rigid curve of class β ∈ H2(X). Then the connected
component ofMg,0(X, dβ) consisting of d-fold covers of this curve contributes C(g, d)
to the Gromov-Witten invariant 〈 〉Xg,dβ =

∫
[Mg,0(X,dβ)]vir

1, where

C(g, d) = d2g−3
∑

g1+g2=g

bg1bg2 .

Here,

bg =

{
1 g = 0∫
Mg,1

ψ2g−2λg g > 0.
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The proof is fairly similar to that of the Aspinwall-Morrison formula, though for convenience
we will choose a slightly different action. Specifically, let C∗ act on P1 by

t[x : y] = [t−λ0x : t−λ1y].

We can lift this to an action on R1π∗µ
∗N , whose fibers are

H1(Σ, f ∗N) = H1(Σ, f ∗O(−1))⊕H1(Σ, f ∗O(−1))

by letting the action on each summand be induced by an action of C∗ on O(−1). For the first
factor, let the action be induced by

t[x, y, v] = [t−λ0x, t−λ1y, tλ0v],

and for the second factor, let it be induced by

t[x, y, v] = [t−λ0x, t−λ1y, tλ1v].

Note the weights of the first action on the fibers over [1 : 0] and [0 : 1] are, respectively, 0 and
λ0 − λ1, while the weights of the second action on the fibers over [1 : 0] and [0 : 1] are λ1 − λ0

and 0. Denote the bundles H1(Σ, f ∗O(−1)) with these two actions by E0 and E1.
The same proof that was given in the Aspinwall-Morrison formula shows that the only graphs

that contribute nontrivially to the integral after localization are those with one edge. What
makes the higher-genus case more complicated, however, is that there is one such graph for
every (ordered) partition g1 + g2 = g of the genus. Thus, we have

C(g, d) =
∑

g1+g2=g

1

d

∫
MΓg1,g2

e(E0)e(E1)

e(N vir
Γg1,g2

)
,

where Γg1,g2 denotes the one-edged graph in which the vertex with µ(v) = 0 has genus g1 and
the vertex with µ(v) = 1 has genus g2. The factor of 1/d comes from the edge automorphisms;
there are no automorphisms of the marked graph.

Fix g1, g2 ≥ 0 such that g1 + g2 = g, and let us compute the above integral for the graph
with these choices. We will assume for simplicity that g1, g2 > 0; it is straightforward to check
that the answers are the same in case one gi is equal to zero. Another helpful simplification is
to make a particular choice of weights; specifically, we will choose λ0 = −1 and λ1 = 0.

For this graph, one computes

eF =
1

1
d

+ ψg1

1
1
d
− ψg2

,

eV =

g1∑
i=0

(−1)g1−i−1ci(E∨g1
)

g2∑
i=0

ci(E∨g2
),

eE =
(−1)dd2d

d!2
,

so that
1

e(N vir
Γ )

=
(−1)d+g1−1d2d

d!2

∑
(−1)ici(E∨g1

)
∑
ci(E∨g2

)

(1
d

+ ψg1)(1
d
− ψg2)

.

To compute the numerator of the integrand, we observe that

E0 = H1(Σ, f ∗O(−1)) = H1(Σg1 , f
∗O(−1))⊕H1(Σ0, f

∗O(−1))⊕H1(Σg2 , f
∗O(−1)).
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By Serre duality,

H1(Σg1 , f
∗O(−1)) = H0(Σg1 , ωΣg1

⊗ f ∗O(1))∨

= H0(Σg1 , ωΣg1
)∨ ⊗O(−1)|[1:0]

= E∨g1
⊗O(−1)|[1:0],

so

e(H1(Σg1 , f
∗O(−1))) =

g1∑
i=0

ci(E∨g1
)c1(O(−1)|[1:0])

g1−i = cg1(E∨g1
) = λg1 ,

where we have used the fact that the weight on O(−1)|[1:0] in this action is zero, and hence any
positive power of the first Chern class vanishes. An identical proof shows that

e(H1(Σg2 , f
∗O(−1))) =

g2∑
i=0

ci(E∨g2
)(−1)g2−i,

this time using that the weight of the action on O(−1)|[0:1] is λ0−λ1 = −1. Finally, to compute
e(H1(Σ0, f

∗O(−1))), we mimic (or indeed, cite) the computation from the Aspinwall-Morrison
formula; the answer is

e(H1(Σ0, f
∗O(−1))) = (−1)d−1 (d− 1)!

dd−1
.

Putting all this together, we have

e(E0) = (−1)d−1 (d− 1)!

dd−1
λg1

g2∑
i=0

ci(E∨g2
)(−1)g2−i.

And the same computation with the roles of λ0 and λ1 reversed shows that

e(E1) =
(d− 1)!

dd−1
λg2

g1∑
i=0

ci(E∨g1
).

A great deal of cancellation occurs when we multiply together these three contributions to
compute the integrand we need. Indeed, using Mumford’s relation(

g∑
i=0

(−1)ici(E∨g )

)(
g2∑
i=0

ci(E∨g )

)
= (−1)g,

we find that the integrand is simply

λg1 · λg2 ·
1

1
d

+ ψg1

· 1
1
d
− ψg2

.

Expanding the two fractions into geometric series and plugging everything into the localization
formula, we conclude that

C(g, d) =
∑

g1+g2=g

1

d

∫
[MΓ]

λg1λg2

(
∞∑
i=0

(−1)idi+1ψig1

)(
∞∑
i=0

di+1ψig2

)
.

However, the moduli space over which we are integrating is simply

MΓ =Mg1,1 ×Mg2,1,
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and each class in the integrand is supported on only one of the two factors. We get

C(g, d) =
∑

g1+g2=g

1

d

∫
[Mg1,1]

λg1

(
∞∑
i=0

(−1)idi+1ψig1

)∫
[Mg2,1]

λg2

(
∞∑
i=0

di+1ψig2

)
.

The dimensions of the two moduli spaces over which we are now integrating are 3g1 − 2 and
3g2 − 2, respectively. Thus, the only term of the appropriate degree in the first integral is

λg1(−1)2g1−1d2g1−1ψ2g1−2
g1

= λg1d
2g1−1ψ2g1−2

g1
,

while the only term of the appropriate degree in the second integral is

λg2d
2g2−1ψ2g2−2

g2
.

This proves that

C(g, d) =
∑

g1+g2=g

1

d
d2g−2

∫
[Mg1,1]

λg1ψ
2g1−2
g1

∫
[Mg2,1]

λg2ψ
2g2−2
g2

= d2g−3
∑

g1+g2=g

bg1bg2 ,

which is exactly what we wanted.

Having proved this result, we can use some clever computations to be even a bit more explicit.
There is a known generating series ∑

g≥0

bgt
2g =

t/2

sin(t/2)
,

and the definition of the Bernoulli numbers then implies that

C(g, d) =
|B2g|d2g−3

2g(2g − 2)!
,

while

C(1, d) =
1

12d
.


